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ABSTRACT

U

The performance of recommender systems is commonly characterized by metrics such as precision and recall. However, these metrics
can only provide a coarse characterization of the system, as they
offer limited intuition and insights on potential system anomalies,
and may fail to provide a developer with an understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of a recommendation algorithm. In this
work, we start to describe a model of recommender systems that
defines a space of properties. We begin exploring this space by
defining templates that relate to the properties of coverage and diversity, and we demonstrate how instantiated characteristics offer
complementary insights to precision and recall.
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Figure 1: Our approach instantiates the parameters of property templates based on users, items, ratings, and ranks.
Third, not only do precision and recall values for an individual
system convey little intrinsic intuition about the system, conclusions about the relative superiority of one system over other systems based on precision and recall values can be highly misleading
if the recommendations provided by the putatively superior system
are anomalous or counterintuitive.
In this work, we delineate an approach for defining properties of
recommender systems that can provide more intuitive characterizations of the nature and quality of the recommendations produced
by a recommender system. Using our approach, we define two
property templates relating to the coverage and diversity of recommender systems, and explore the intuitions they can provide when
applied to recommender systems. Armed with such properties, developers will be able to validate richer recommendation behaviors
complementary to accuracy metrics such as precision and recall.

INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems aid users in making decisions when lacking
personal experience or knowledge [6] or when the set of choices
is overwhelmingly large [4]. They can be seen everywhere, from
e-commerce to news recommendation. However, standard metrics
used by developers to validate the performance of recommender
systems, such as precision and recall, are limited in several ways.
First, they provide little information or intuition to the developer
or provider of a recommender system about the quality and usefulness of the recommendations the system provides. For instance,
in this work, we show that a known hybrid recommendation algorithm has precision and recall superior to a known model-based
collaborative filtering algorithm when evaluated on the MovieLens
dataset, yet, the content-based algorithm achieves those gains by
providing excessively conservative recommendations. The modelbased collaborative filtering algorithm recommends 3.5 times more
unique items and is able to produce a unique ranked list for almost
every user. Such insights are lost with coarse summary statistics
like precision and recall.
Second, when the number of known relevant items is very small
relative to the number of items available to be recommended, recommender systems are likely to exhibit extremely low precision
and recall values. Therefore, a system developer will have little
intuition as to whether a precision of 0.001% should be considered
supremely satisfying or deeply troubling.
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DERIVING RECOMMENDER PROPERTIES

To simplify the definition of recommender system properties, we
begin by defining a simple model for recommender systems. For
our model, let U be a finite set of users, I a finite set of items,
and R a finite, ordered set of rating values. A dataset D defines the
partial function rating : U × I → R that captures how users rate
items.
Given D and a parameter k for computing top-k rankings, a recommendation algorithm Q computes a partial function rankk,Q : I×
U → [1, k] for k ≤ |I|. In what follows, we drop the subscripts Q
and k from rankk,Q , since Q is typically apparent from the context,
and k is a parameter of Q.
With this model, we can specify relatively simple templates—
based on users, items, ratings, and rankings—that can be instantiated to capture a broad set of usefulness properties about a recommender system, as shown in Figure 1. In general, a template is
defined as a function mapping a recommender system and a set of
parameters to a Boolean value. Two such property templates are
described below.
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set. The Item-Item recommender also produces more recommendation sets, providing a unique set for almost all 138493 users. The
value for NRS indicates that Item-Item produces more personalized
sets of recommendations than the LightFM recommender on the
MovieLens dataset.

The first property is the number of recommended items (NRI),
which provides insight on the coverage of the recommender system,
the proportion of items that a recommender system can recommend
[1, 3, 8]. The NRI property can be defined as: #{i | i ∈ I ∧ ∃u ∈ U :
rank(i, u)  ⊥} ≥ n, where the function # counts the number of
elements in the set. The parameter n is instantiated as the minimum
value which makes the property evaluate to true. A higher value of
n means that a higher number of items were recommended, thus
the recommender has higher coverage.
The second property is the number of recommendation sets
(NRS), which provides a view of the diversity and personalization
of the recommender system. Diversity is a measure of the dissimilarity of recommendations and can refer to the personalization or
uniqueness of users recommendation lists [9]. Higher diversity between sets of recommendation are often preferred because it implies
that the recommender produces more personal recommendations.
The NRS property can be defined as: #{{i | i ∈ I ∧ rank(i, u) ≤
k } | u ∈ U} ≥ n. The parameter n is instantiated as the minimum
value which makes the property true, and is equal to the number
of recommendation sets produced by the recommender. If the instantiated value is high, then the rankings are likely to be more
personalized.
Our approach treats usefulness properties as logical properties of
a recommender system, rather than as metrics. This representation
enables instantiated templates to to represent a space of values for a
property, providing a richer characterization of the behavior than a
coarse, singular value metric. Additionally, logical properties can be
used as assertions when evaluating a recommender system with an
evolving dataset, enabling developers to ensure that the behavior
is consistent over time.
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INITIAL EXPLORATION

We instantiated two property templates on two recommender algorithms, Item-Item and LightFM, using the MovieLens 20M dataset [2].
The Item-Item algorithm is a model-based collaborative filtering
algorithm in which similarity scores are computed between pairs
of item rating vectors, and predicted ratings are computed by aggregating the ratings of the most similar items [7]. The LightFM
algorithm is a hybrid recommender algorithm that uses both rating
values, as well as item attributes to build a recommender model [5].
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Table 1: Precision, Recall, and Instantiated Property Values
for Each Recommender System

Item-Item
LightFM

Precision
0.00179
0.00520

Recall
0.000341
0.00213

NRI
2791
786

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented a simple model for recommender
systems that can be used to define property templates. Instantiated
property templates provide developers with a richer, more intuitive
view of recommendation behavior during validation of system performance. For example, they can be used as assertions for validating
behavior as the dataset evolves over time.
In our initial exploration, we have shown how two simple properties defined using our approach provide insights into the coverage
and diversity behavior of recommender systems, complementary to
precision and recall. The properties presented here represent only
a small sample of the defined space and were selected to show the
power of our approach to represent existing usefulness properties.
In future work, we will perform a more exhaustive exploration
of this space as it may reveal additional useful properties for recommender systems. For instance, using our approach, we can define
characteristics to calculate user influence scores based purely on
the user, items, ratings, and rankings, without requiring a subset
of the data to be used as a test set or repeated modification of the
dataset as are required by existing techniques. Longer term, we
want to use the characteristics to assist in the explanation of certain
recommendations that do not meet a developer’s expectations.

NRS
138417
85784

The instantiated values for each property are shown in Table 1,
along with the precision and recall values for each algorithm. Observing only the precision and recall values, one might conclude
that LightFM performs better than the Item-Item algorithm, due to
LightFM having higher values for both precision and recall. However, the NRI property shows that the Item-Item recommender
recommends a higher proportion of the items, which may be desirable if a developer wants to ensure higher utilization of the item
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